Publishing partner of the scientific communities
→ 1920, creation of the *Société du Journal de Physique*
Amongst our initial contributors:

− Albert 1st, *Prince of Monaco*
− Antoine Béclère
− Louis de Broglie (*Nobel Prize*)
− Marie Curie (*Nobel Prize*)
− Langevin Paul
− Lumière Louis
− Perrin Jean (*Nobel Prize*)
− The French Physical Society

Current major ownership: The French Physical Society

Mission: « To participate in the dissemination of knowledge »
Positioning: « An international scientific publisher with French roots »
Some figures

- **3 activities:**
  - journals, 55 titles (ownership 14, contract 41)
  - books, 40 to 50 titles per year
  - publishing services

- **Turnover 2008:** 8.5 M€

- **Staff:**
  - Employees *EDP Sciences*: 60
  - Employees *e-Press*: 30
  - Total: 90
Journal Publishing

• **55 titles published (or web hosted)**
  • Economics:  
  • New Medicine and dentistry:  
  • New Life Sciences: 
  • Physics:
  • Mathematics:
  • Engineer’s Science:
  • Astronomy:

• **Coverage**
  • Some **6000** articles in **60 000 pages** and **370 leaflets** annually
  • 140 000 articles in the database

EDP Sciences, *publishing partner of the scientific communities*
Journal Publishing – International co-operations

Co-editions with:

• Institute of Physics Publishing, Bristol, GB, since 1985
• Societa Italiana di Fisica, Bologna, IT, since 1985
• Springer Verlag, Heidelberg, DE, since 1997

Some publishing contractors:

• Deutschen Imkerbundes E.V., Wachtberg, DE,
• European Southern Observatory, Garching, DE,
• European Astronomical Association, Versoix, CH
• International Society for BioSafety Research, Riverside, USA
• …
Professional network:
EDP Sciences, *publishing partner of the scientific communities*

**Professional network:**

- **DOI Foundation**: The Digital Object Identifier Foundation
- **Crossref**: The citation linking backbone
- **ALPSP**: The Association of Learned and Professional Society Publishers
- **ICSTI**: International Council for Scientific and Technical Information
- **COUNTER**: Counting Online Usage of Networked Resources
- **FNPS**: Fédération Nationale de la Presse Spécialisée
- **SYNDICAT NATIONAL DE L’ÉDITION**
EDP Sciences, publishing partner of the scientific communities

- 55 titles published,
- 35 titles in English,
- 21 titles with impact factor (ISI)

**Catalogue:**

**Astronomy & Physics**
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- 55 titles published,
- 35 titles in English,
- 21 titles with impact factor (ISI)

Catalogue: Engineering
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- 55 titles published,
- 35 titles in English,
- 21 titles with impact factor (ISI)

**Catalogue:**

**Life Sciences**
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- Agronomy
- Annals of Forest Science
- Apidologie
- Aquatic Living Resources
- Dairy Science & Technology
- Environmental Biosafety Research
- Fruits
- Genetics Selection Evolution
- Hydroecology Applications
- Natures Sciences Sociétés
- Veterinary Research
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- 55 titles published,
- 35 titles in English,
- 21 titles with impact factor (ISI)

**Catalogue:**

**Mathematics**

- [Image of various mathematics journal covers]
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- 55 titles published,
- 35 titles in English,
- 21 titles with impact factor (ISI)

**Catalogue:**

- **Medical**

![Medical Journal Covers]
Metadata spreading (A&A and some others)
Metadata spreading (all fields)
Links to various services

- Link in references, provided by ADS and CrossRef
- Link to stellar objects, provided by CDS
- Link to the ADS article page
- CrossRef CITEDBY
EDP Sciences, publishing partner of the scientific communities

EDP Sciences participates in the European Digital Mathematics Library (EuDML)
Some EuDML considered technologies

* **OAI-PMH** to gather data from providers

* **YADDA** a software platform for creating digital repositories

* **Lucene** as indexing and search library, used by Yadda

* **Archiving and Interchange Tag Set NML DTD** as a central XML format?
Recent changes in our publication process

* Article numbers instead of page numbers (A&A, EPJAP, EPJ Web of Conferences, ...)

* DOI assigned to some Online Material (in Live Science Journals)

* New DTD, based on NLM Journal Publishing DTD

* More journals with « full XML »

* New online publication system, more automatic, more flexible.
Thank you for your attention!